ARGENTINA

Universidad Blas Pascal
Southern Hemisphere Calendar
Semester 1: February through June
Semester 2: July through November

LOCATION

Córdoba is Argentina’s second largest city and has become a recognized historic and cultural center due to its strategic location in the heart of the country. Córdoba is home to more than 130,000 students from around the world who seek to gain not only academic knowledge but also cultural immersion.

Experiencing Córdoba’s surrounding nature and wildlife destinations is an absolute must. The nearby lakes and rivers attract water sports enthusiasts from around the world, while local mountains and valleys are ideal for hiking, horseback riding, rock climbing, hang gliding and other outdoor activities.

This modern city, with its state-of-the-art shopping centers and 5-star hotels, stands out among other important capital cities worldwide. The Córdobés charm cannot be missed in the numerous nightlife activities, which include restaurants, shows, dance clubs and pubs. In terms of industry, Córdoba is known for its automotive factories, cement and aeronautical production, oil and dairy manufacturing.

PROGRAM DETAILS

(Minimum of 4 semesters of university-level Spanish or the equivalent must be completed prior to program)

Students can take a mix of courses with local students and courses taught in Spanish for international students. Courses in Spanish are offered in an array of subjects including business; health and education; liberal arts (architecture, audiovisual communication, graphic design, institutional communication, law, journalism and news media); and sciences (computer engineering, telecommunications engineering, environmental management, tourism). Spanish language courses are offered in addition to regular classes during the semester for high intermediate and advanced levels.

CAMPUS LIFE

Students live with an Argentine host family, and the university offers city tours, excursions to the hills, tango and horse-back riding lessons and more. Córdoba, with its warm and inviting inhabitants, offers students the unique experience of being fully integrated into Argentine lifestyle and customs.